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Lecture 2 – Non-renewable resources (basics)

1 The basic model
Read ?, ch.15

• Optimal resource extraction

– Control theory (see LN 1B)
– Intuition and figures

• The market outcome

– Coincides with social optimum under ideal conditions
– What can go wrong?

• How do optimal extraction and price paths depend on:

– The resource stock S0

– The discount rate r
– The demand function:
∗ A drop in the marginal willingness to pay for the first unit (u′(0) = b̄ where b̄ < b )
∗ An unlimited marginal willingness to pay for the first unit (u′(0) =∞)

2 Extraction cost
Introduce extraction cost (resources are used in the process of extraction). A simple form could be:

C = c· d(t)· e(x)· f(S)·x(t) (c1)

But first, an even simpler case, is when unit cost are constant:

C = cx(t) (c2)

The social problem is accordingly (dropping time subscripts where it cannot cause confusion):

max

∫ ∞
0

e−rt [u(x)− cx] dt subject to : Ṡ = −x, x(t) ≥ 0 ∀ t, S(t) ≥ 0 ∀ t (1)

Current-value Hamiltonian for this problem:

H = u(x)− cx− λx (2)

Necessary conditions for an optimum:

∂H
∂x

= u′(x)− c− λ = 0 for x > 0 (3)

λ̇ = rλ− ∂H
∂S

(4)

lim
t→∞

e−rtλ(t)S(t) = 0 (5)

Denote by p = u′(x) the spot price of the resource on the market and by q = p−c the net price (or the
price of the resource in the ground). From (3) and (4) it follows that it is the net price which is growing
at the rate of interest:

˙q(t)
q(t) = r. The market price is growing at a lower rate:

˙q(t)
q(t) =

˙p(t)
p(t)−c >

˙p(t)
p(t) .
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2.1 Several deposits with different (constant) unit extraction cost
When there are several deposits with different (constant) unit cost, extraction will be sequential.
Consider the case of two deposits (let c1 < c2) and argue by contradiction: Suppose deposit 1 and
deposit 2 were mined simultaneously over some interval. Then the two owners must be be indifferent
between extracting and holding on to the stock over this interval. That is:

q̇1(t)

q1(t)
=
q̇2(t)

q2(t)
= r. (6)

Since the two producers sell an identical product we must have p1(t) = p2(t). This implies:

q1(t) + c1 = q2(t) + c2 (7)

Obviously, (6) and (7) are inconsistent, hence the premise must be false. The better quality deposit
will be mined first (due to discounting it is optimal to delay the higher cost). For an initial period
t ∈ [0, T1] we have p(t) = q1(t) + c1 < q2(t) + c2. Price path is continuous, but has a kink. (If it were
not continuous, market participants could anticipate the price jump/drop and earn windfall gains.)

2.2 Unit extraction cost that depend on time
If extraction cost depend on time, the condition corresponding to (3) is: p(t) = λ(t) + c· d(t). From
(4) we have λ̇(t) = rλ(t) or λ(t) = λ0e

rt. This implies that:

ṗ = λ̇+ cḋ = rλ+ cḋ (8)

The first term of the RHS of (8) is positive, but if costs are declining fast enough (the second term in
the RHS outweighs the first term), the market price may decline.

2.3 Stock-dependent extraction cost
It is quite realistic to consider the case where the resource is not exhaustible in a strict physical sense,
but in an economic sense: It is likely that the cost of extracting the last unit of a given resource
exceed its marginal value. To formalize this, consider the case when the cost of extraction depend on
accumulated extraction, i.e. C = c(A)x, where A(t) = S0 − S(t) and Ȧ = x.

Importantly, assume u′(0) = b and that c(A) is positive, increasing in A and that c(0) < b < c(S0).
The Hamiltonian in this case is:

H = u(x)− c(S0 − S)x− λx (9)

Necessary conditions for an optimum:

∂H
∂x

= u′(x)− c(S0 − S)− λ = 0 for x > 0 (10)

λ̇ = rλ− ∂H
∂S

= rλ− xc′(S0 − S) (11)

lim
t→∞

e−rtλ(t)S(t) = 0 (12)

[For a more rigorous discussion of this case, please refer to ?, sec.2 and Appendix A]. It is “obvious”
that the condition c(S0) > b implies that the constraint S(t) ≥ 0 won’t bind, but that there will be
some Ā (which will be reached asymptotically), defined by c(Ā) = b. From (12) we thus know that
limt→∞ λ(t) = 0, i.e. the scarcity rent approaches zero. As long as x > 0, equation (11) tells us
that λ̇ < rλ, but other than that we know not whether and when λ̇ changes sign. The market price
p = u′(x) = c(A) + λ must however always rise, as (using Ȧ = x and (11)):

ṗ = c′(A)· Ȧ+ λ̇ = c′(A)·x+ rλ− xc′(A) = rλ = r(p− c(A)) > 0 (13)
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